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he face

During the period covering November 1977, thrOugh May 1978, OE's
Office of Career Education sponsored, through a contract with Inter-An-mile:1
Research Associates a series of mini-confrences devoted to the general .topic of
The Concept of Collaboration in Career+Atication. This monograph is 'one in a
series of OC1: monographs aimed at providing a narrative. summary of ideas ajid'
thoughts gathered from 'particular community segments represented in this
series of mini-conferences.

I.

Participants, in each mini-conference associated with a particular segment of
the broader community were selected for OCE and Inte>=- America Research
Ass(viates by. the organization itself. Lists of all pa rticipants whose thoughts
arc summarized in this monograph are presented as Appendix A of this'
monograph. It is important to recognize that while participants are properly

1. thought of as repreierrtatives from the particular co.inrnunity segnieni involved,
they are, in no way, to be thought of avitpresenting that comniCinitk seiment._./
That is, each. participant was encouraged to speak only for herself /himself. No
formal org ?nizational of institutional commitment was sought nor should be
inferied from thie.contents of (his monograph. .

*. 4.*

' In eral, each mini-conference' intiolved from 10-15 participants. Each
lastedr, days With the , discussion sessions chaired by the Director. Office of
Cdre4r4fri cation, USOE.*Participants in each mini:conference-developed their
own agenda through a process that askid them to 'Apt topics or issues they

- thought pertinent to discuss. Once such a list was developed, participants then
flicked those that appealed most to a.majority of the participants for extended
discussioh. The list of issues. and 'questions, themselves, prpvide a series of -
,iriteresting insighti into concerns of participants regarding their organizations
and career education .\A complete listing of thd issues and concerns raised by
participlints in the mini-conference reported in this mono&aph appears as4'

---- Appendix B. Readers are urged to Study this list carefu)ly.

Notes for each mini - conference were taken personally by the Director,
Office of Career Education. Based on such notes: the series of monographs of
which 'this is one has been prepared. The complete notes for each mini-confer-
ehce have been compiled by Inter-America Research Associates and published
as a separate document. Limited copies of this document are available, so long
as the supply lasts, to those requesting them from OE's Office of Career.
Education.
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No pretense is made that this monovaph represents, a comprehensive
treatment of the topic. There is no way (hdi, in only two days of discussion, a
coMprehensive coverage could have been .aqconiplishedby the small group of.,
participants involved: This monograph is properly viewed as an attempt to
report, is fully as possible, the discussionii that took place. By and larke; the
contents of this monograph are limited to ideas and thoughts of the
partiapanth. At times, sonic of my own personal thoughts and opinions are
interwoven into the discussion, but the natural temptation to do so has been
resisted-insofar as possible.

Primary, expressions of thanks for. this monograph must go. to the
participants themselves who donated ._two"fuli days of their time, without an
honorarium, to sharing their thoughts with me and, through this monograph,
witty you. In addition, special thanks and recognition must be expressed to Dr.
William ,Mermis, Professor, Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville, who
served as Consultant to Inter-AMertcan Research Associates and assisted nit in

,the conduct of these mini- conferences. Finally, thanks are also due Dr. Brady
.Fletcher and Ms. Odie Esparza of Inter-America Research Associates for their
expert logistical assistance.

1.

Kenneth B. Hoyt, Director.
Office of Career Education
U.S: Office of Education
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Introduction

Women's American ORT (WAO) has already made va uablc and substantial
contributions to career education. Nowhere is the concep of career education
as a community collaborative effort better exemplified 4an through the
structure and operations of WAO. Yet, in terms of its potential for impacting
on the effective delivery of career education, the potecitial of WAO has, to
date, been greatly underutilized both by WAO members and by career
education advocates in school systems. The basic purpose of this monograph is
to make some contribution toward correcting this situation.

Educators wishing to understand and to utilize WAO as a valuable partner in
the effective delivery of career education need three basic kinds of understand-
ings._ First, it is essential that the potential of WAO for career education be
viewed within the broader set of purposes an activities incorporated in the
total WAO effort. Second, educators .need to aware of some examples of
ways in which WAO members are already rrt .13 valuable contributions to
career education. Third, it is important to identify'and discuss the major kinds
of contributions WAO could potentially make to career education throughout
our nation. Each of these topics will be discussed here are reported by,
participants in the mini-conference to which WAO representatives were invited.

461

Women 'soAmerican ORT (WAO): Nature and Purposes

WAO is a volunteer organization composed of approkkmately 135,000
American Jewish women., From its national headquarters in 'New York City,

. WAO is organized on a District, Regional and Chapter level. In all, there are
approxiinately 1,090 WAO Chapters located at the community level served by
nine Districts, 61 Regional offices and by WAO National Headquarters. In
addition there are 90 Chapters at Large whose leaders maintain don.tacts with
and carry out a WAO emphasis in smaller Jewish communities obviting the
need for a Region. WAO celebrated its 50th Anniversary in 1977 and held its
National Convention in Israel that year. its largest country of operation. ORT is
currently educkting 52,000 youth with mardcetable skills in 89 ORT schools.

WAO is an autonomous membership affiliate- of the 'American ORT
Federation composed primarily of American Jewish men. The Fede?ation,
turn, is linked, with the World ORT Union headquartered in Geneva.
Switzerland. The term "ORT" stands for the Organization -for Rehabilitation
Through Training. As' a worldwide effort, OWF has existed, for nearly 100
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years. Currently it operates almost, 8(X) vocational schools and training centers
in 23 c(tuntries providing vocatfional education to approximately 88.000
students annually. Over the years ORT schools have produced more than 1 1/4
million graduates whose vocational ikill4are viewed as a "passport t free"o d om
anywhere in the world. The ORT mutt is "IN 111F. SKILLS OF WORK
RESTS TILE? DIGNITY OF MAN AND nw'wEALTil 01: NATIONS." It is an
organization dedicated to fighting poYetty around the world by providing
Jewish youth and adults with vocational skills that will allow-them to beconiC
productive members of the occupational society of any nation. In recent years
it has enrolled' middle and upper middle class- Jewish youth seeking new
avenues,,of productive expression in air era of technology. ORT schools,
wherever they exist in -the world, arc dedicated to providing high 'Ally
vocational and technical education at the secondary and postsecondary levels.
For those students who cannot sustain three or more years of education, ORT

\\offers short-term courses as well. In 1977, the first classical ORT school in the
11.S.. the Branison ORT Training Center was opened in,New York City. Until
about a decade ago, WAO concerned itself almost exclusively with the-World
ORT operational program and concentrated its primary efforts on raising funds
required to support that effort. This dedication continues today. WAO is the
second largest single contributor to the current worldwide program of over 52
million dollars. In 1967, WAO established a National American Affairs
Department charged with respZmsibility for carrying out the ORT motto in the
United States: Its current chairman is Mrs. Robert Forrestof Evanston, Illinois.
It was she who selected the participants for the seminar on which this
monograph is based.

In 1967 WAO- established a National Affairs Department. The WAO
American Affairs Department began its work within the United States by
concentratin~r effort on improving the image and quality of vocational
education in our ation, making it a relevant option for youth seeking creative,
productive expressioNn an -era of technology. This remains as one of the
primary goals of the organization. Shortly after be finning its efforts WAO
extended its interest and concerns to the general question of improving the
quality of education in the United States. During the last three years, this
generic concern has included an interest and involvement in career education as
a vehicle for use in improving the ability of the American education system to
}provide a more proper and appropriate emphasis on the goat of education as
preparation for work. The interest of the organization' in career education has;
thus, naturally evolved from its original-specific interest in vocational education
and its more generic interest in improving the quality of all Anierican
educiation.

Current specific program priorities for -WAO can be listed in this order: (-W
promoting worldwide ORT effort: (2) improving the image and quality of



vocational education in the United Sta es; (3) encouraging closer felationahips
among vocational and academic educ rs aimed at improving the quality of
American education; and (4) participating in career education efforts. WAO
members are also interested and involved in major efforts aimed at such goals
as: (i) increasing-.Jewish identification; (b) supporting Jewish causes in the
United States: and (c) raising money to support the global program ()I' ORT.

The relatively low current prearity assigned to career education' by WAO
should discourage no educator. Lilef all other community organizations we
seek to involve in career education, *le WAO was originally established with a
set of goals and objectives that did not include career education. Its p6tential
for aiding in the implementation of career education grows from its
accumulated expertise and strength generated through efforts aimed at
attaining other objectives. Before turning to examples of current WAO career
education activities, it is. thus, appropriate to examine related activities of
WAO that have given it the strength find expertise to effectively contribute to
career education efforts.

Envolvemeot of WAO in Vocational Education and
Bringing Quality to Education

WAO has made major contributions toward improving the image and status
of vocational education in tht United States. This has been accomplished, in
part, through an extensive effort to become acquainted Witt and to utilize the
public media. This has included, for example, working with thy- Advertising
Council in getting free billboard space to publicize- "ORT Day" in various
communities. A major effort, de eloped and paid for by WAO itself, can be
seen in a 11/2-hour documentary lm "L'CHAIM" that depicts the history of
Jewish people over the last 100 years. Included in this film is a vocational

ucation "message" showing how vocational education has helped sustain this
..Jiketiwish movement over this period of time. Activities such as these have helped
WAO members develop good contacts with the media.

Second, WAO became involved in a campaign aimed at identifying and
recognizing outstanding students and teachers in vocational education by
providing them with savings bonds. This, in addition to giving recognition for
vocationaj education, has helped bring about greater public awareness of and
respect for high quality vocational education where it exerts. This yoncern for
quality in vocational education- is also 'evident in WAO efforts that have
resulted in the activities and actions of eight WAO members who currently..
serve as members of State advisory councils on vocational education. It was
also evident in the multiple WAO efforts to organize and conduct field trips to
existing vocational education facilities for WAO members. In all these ways,
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the WAO "campaign to promote vocational eduCation has been accompanied by
concrete and specific actions aimed at involving W AO members in improving
the (vitt y of vocational education.

Third, t promote vlicational education as a -viable educatimal alternative inThird,
Unit States, WA() embarked on a major campaign concentrating on

empha zing the importance of freedom of educational choice foi all
Americans and the importance of providing a dittersity of kinds of educational
opportunities at both the secondary and postsecondary level. By orienting their

II cainpaign in such . manner, WAO has successfully avoided the dangers of \-
alienating other parts ( the educational community that might have arisen had
they devoted an exclus ve emphasis only on promoting vocational education.

. An essential part of this drive has been an emnhasis on the fact that-many
Jewish youth both in the United States and in other parts

for
the world arc

and have been enrolling Iii vocational cducajion programs for many years. This
has helped WAO avoid an of promoting vo(iational education as
something "for other poop s child n." It has also helped call attention to the
worldwide ORT effort.

As an outgrowth of WAO activi tie aimed at helping its members examine
vocational education facilities how in c istence, the .National American Affairs
Department became extremely interes .144 problems )associated with im-
proving the quality of all of American publi(7ah44.41ijon. As a res It, they have
produced a document for use by WAO members entitTeTr- n :lucational Bill
of Rights." This document points to the importance' of educlition in society, to
current criticisms and threats directed toward American public education, and
to the importance of ri intaining a strong, hi, quality system of public
education in the United ates. The "rights" outlined in this document are ['nit
in the form of student n s with each reflecting a basic goal of4merican
educztitacyt is a very it ressive document indeed. Armed with this document,
NAO me ihers have, i recent years, embarked on a campaign aimed at visiting
their pu__ is ,school systems, assessing the exte9, to which their "Bill of Rights"
is bein4 ftitlowed, and thencouraging needed improvements in the public
school system. By so doing, they have made Contracts with educators,
administrators, and school hoard members from all se rents of American
education. They have, in addition, gained-a good deal of knowledge regarding
the system:of-public education in America. 0

The prime purpose for listing these activities is to illustrate the potential
WAO holds for positive participation in a community career 'education effort.
These strengths can be briefly summarized as including: (1) WAO has an
organizational network that allows Auick and rapid communication to all
members. When they want to get something done, they have an immediate
action network in place., (2)- WAO has been identified and recognized as 'a
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national (+again/anon interesteirtn-and committed to bringing a belle; and 1114110
amopnatic ephasis to the Knurl of education as ptcpuration for work within
the bioader framewoik of all basic goals of educat km (1) WAO has developed,
among its men is. good 1,74)J11111111114.:1111011 and working relatimnships with the.
Media. They 411.1:0100- to the media and know how to use the 111C4114 111
gaining coin,' unl understanding of and support for their goals, and (4) WA()
has establi ed communications and working relationships with educational
decisionmakets in many communities. lid!), know how to appioach and how 1(4
work with the public sc_hool system. Persons intereste in career educatioh will
quickly recomire that thest-kjuds..of strengths Ale inamg those most needed to
implement all effective ty career education effort.

We turn now to sevihal specific essamples of ways in which these WA()
strengths have al0eady becin used to further the implementation of career
education at the local community level,

Examples of Career kducition Activities of WAO Mcnibers

Ili WA() is All 61- ninition whose actions can he seen both hv formal
Chapt r activities and n many 'instances, by activities undertaken voluntarily
by int .vidual ORTThebers. In addition to this perspective, it is important to
keep in mind the relative newness of the WAO National

only
Affairs

Department. That is. the few examples reported here arc only a beginning.

There are about 150)0 WA() members ndw in Dade County, Florida.
Under the general leadership of Mrs. Felice Traktan, they have engaged in aninnber of productive career education activities. The most ambitious of thesecan be seen in the leadership this WAO Unit exercised in organiiing ante
establishing the Dade County Coalition I-Or Career Fdlicaticzn. Thisieffort has
resulti,d in drawing together a total of 15 influential community orgamrationsto participate with the Dade County Schools( in a collaborative career
education effort. Without the active leadership of WAO, such a broad-based
community effort would have hei.n much more.difficult to attain.

r In addition. the Dade County WAO members have organiied and conducted
4--a local radio program entitled "So You Want To Be in which youth can

express ilurir 'career concerns and obtain information from experts employed in
Va11011% Inc

youth. has
upations. This activity, in addition to providing direct help to many

)ed create a general community awareness of the nature of andneed for career education. To suppient their efforts at gaining greatercc riinity participation in career education they produced and distributed a.
, issary of career education terms. This glossary- has been distributed to and
( scussed with imany community groups including the lIude County School
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1,1 11:1111 1111.11* 11 11 ii11111 bun thui community await/011(4%4i tif attic! nwIretiicnt iii
011111'.1i11/11 1141% hell giearl Iniera d lit pink 111)1nid

flit .1t 111141% of WA() InelllheIN 111 11141 ;ilea

In Nett., It'llit WA(.) 1111.91111t-'1% .11.11e tieVeinprtl dint 11111de .1%/1111.11IC in St ILAN1%

.111 111 1}111.11 %kit ir (Meer ettrikation called -Mils ()I f\to.1)14 I- In he lifeWilill
14 %indents on pinks 4 r Ilhe list (LT character's includ% Mt% 111.Ili11
itl)111.4fillii'lli, MINN Service, MI (.111iint.114111 W(1/ket Mr Otticv Woikri. Mi.
SCiersilliC Careei, Miss Industry. Mi., "1 ri Me titettaui Y1111. MIN% Malin
St:lent:C..1111i MIS% l01111 IIIIIIISIIV the Skit is view. tett in a flexible To nna! that
allows it to he cnthit led 111 2.0 Minni% 111 lsVdepnding nil the f11111111C1 111
chaiacters used As an activits metal directIS. involved WA() inembeis in at. trial
tlassworii .%ettings with students and teachers. Olt, it represents a. cleat
contribution to impiementatiori ot career educaii, , II, .kit itNelt has now
been given to V4>AI1 National lleadquar leis and 1%;1%,411i1IIIC in WA() 01311CFN nil
.1 11.11111W1tie hal11.1

Ntl%. Margery Burstein of Iasetteville. New York, has been instrumental in
1)istrit I II 01 WA() niklevel arid pliblicrie a -111iiepinit for Action-

series of tIN rumen's that includes s.-kithc sections on career ethic:11km -the
eficidi imitial id 1111% "blueprint" suggests multiple ways III which lineal WA()

Chaplets...111 INSIICS, their. (11;1W %11Cicissiles
The atten turn of the .hroader cturtmunity and initiate leadership at.tions
designed to help tesolve therli. It is a very logical procedure for licC in involving
Move Vs A0 members in action programs including those 1...(111'

Cefllet1 ss till 4..111...i ethic attnn \n excellent "Fait Sheet ("n ('aleer Ethication-
inclutied 111 file hilltTI nil. While 1)111 14.1 II includes only part CO New York

State. it involves more than 27.00() WA() members in .7 SO chapters of the,
Ainerican ellrl Irttcte are ollVioti%1V titans spec:111C kiginiiiitilite% now
being. 111111R:11k ed 1.1 This lateer etlirk3-11(11 1C;11.1eIS111/) eltori.

In Atlanta, (*icor pa. Nirs. Nlargery (;renspan has 11adc 'rice!
education kit for use with schools trying to get starter'. iii career educatT4,n
This kit is Idled with action suggestions and examples of sact.e0;1111 practice.
the part of classroom teachers. In addition tc) actually pi tht-0. kits, this

irW AO um' has devellyed plans for conducting SW111111 ill!--11k110%: ;11

ht'lliltr rtllit :114 /is .11111 P 1 A monhet, leain how to use the kit

141(11%-lt111.11 at:A.1011S its WAO 1111:111hels 111 CarCI
het:11111111r Mire' DIY evident. I sir xample.. In Ness Y4.11k ()IS. Mrs_ IirrV
I 14 /lief w role an -Open Leliel 'In the Mayor- which wa published in a New
N'rk City. ewspaper. 'fbis letter l'onlained an excellent descriptitin tit the
nature' 11 a d need for career education in terms that are easily Aderstood by
most Mein the general public.`ln Arlington, Virginia. Mrs. Polly Liss

ft.



undertook an Individual 4. ampalign Ti' stillk career education. rcpaie Verseti
rations lcu othool counselors based on her studs. Alicl then 141 MCC! 14 it Ii
PIMPS 01 VA 111,01 111111%ClOnt in tactually deliver this presentatiiiii the materials
Mrs lilts has ptepared are fulfil quality descriptions of 41,C Ctitit Oat
k matt he useful to manv others

l)istri4t VII of WA() has tandettaken a catstpaign alined at inviting local
WAR Chapters\ to hrdingIii careers through table slispla in 144 al ublik
schools andlor . public libraries in then t.111111111111Stie% I1tis plan k too
highlighting a hilt r en( tit 1.: ca.ls Month w II the inarerial%
being collected and 4$ IF 4111,hr menther-4 of WA() 4.1tairtrrs- in each local

In Addition to 111(11ittrillig a valuable caicei AV4111efIC .weir
youth, this kind of ;activity has been effective in gaining greales pisfilic
understanding t 4 MI !itippot t hitt both carrel anon and tot Wttfileil"
American OKI

In suburban Philadelphia, the Masts Line Region 1st WA() has undertaken an
ambitious 4.,:31'Crf chart through a collaborative working relationship
with the public schools of the area In addition to helping organirr .41111 serve
on local "Career Education Action Councils," WA() members are working
with educators to develop CaleTt mitscation activities for classroom use. grades
K-1 2 At the junior high soitool level, the WA() chapters have organized and
helped conduct a aeries of ten Ile'd trips for youth with each being organized

, around a different kind of career interest. these field trips have included
arranging for parents to serve as chaperones and the participation of resource
persons from the businesS/luborfindustry community This very .r-mbitious
.career education effort is being conducted under the direction, of Mrs Spella
Market. President. Main Lincitiewors. Women's American ORT

In San 'ranctsco. Mrs. Nina Ziegler organized and conducted ant ORT el tin t.
us coltish()

ia
lion with the local Rotary Club, that involved taking disadvantaged

inner-city youth of elementary sch0Q1 age on a crests awareness trip to ihe Sari
Francisco Airport. Almost without excepiion, these were minority children

se ng why in was important to learn the basicwho were having difficulty,
academic skills. Mrs. Ziegler and icr ORT co-workers arranged this field trip in
such a way as to emphasize the importance of the basic academic skills in the
occupational society. As a result of this effort, the children themselves dreaded
they needed In pay much more attention to basic communications skills during ,
the next school year. . -

The examples presented here arc intended to illustrate both the reality and
the dimersity of" WAO activities ina:areer education. There is no doubt hut that,
in spite of the newness of the WAO career education effort. significant
contritutions to career education have already resulted.
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: Prop lents of Potential.of WAS for Career,Educatioril . .

-0. Theiughtspt Seminar Particiiiints',,. .
.

. . ...... ..
, 1. .- -, .. . 1,.... ". .

Seminar paritcipantS- delipterk--11- considerable .portiOn if their time to ,

discussing Ways in which WAO -units might increase tlreii.c-areer educaticitill,...- ,
'efforts iri:-(a) secarlhg gre:ater' community-involvement in career education; (b).-, . .
wo'rkinmore-elosery with IC-12' systems; and (c)° epcouraging hcafeer

1 ,IP . v

i ' -education ern phasii. in higher education This section summarizes Veas and
.... ,,

feeornrnencjations of participants in these three ,areas.. . .a.

a. .-...;,-.
.

. . . ,

thetN.ational. A.mericanAffairs7Department of wok0 sees itsetf as-an effort`
13evoted to community ' Improvement- and change lirimetilLthrOugh the
* utilization of ORT vojunteefst- In this sense, it differs markedly from some
'other comthunity groups in that IheWAO places a primary emphvis on joining
forces with o er community gr.otps to makes-needed community change.
Seminar p ficip, nts identified- several key principles involved in4serving as ,a .

catilyst for'community`chiiige including:
.

1 : Make sure that the isstre chosen is important and that the vehicle selected
.

. for ,impacdng on change. is potentially effective. This means that the
local membership must begui,.with a careful study of both the legitimacy
of the issue for their c9ipmunity and an equally careful study of the
vehicle to' bechampioned.

2. Before proceeding to seek broader community involvement, make sure
fru that an understanding and commitment is present among members of the

organization itself. To encourage. wide community debate on an issue
which is still confusing to the membership of the leadership organization
is unwise.

3. Begin the broad community effort by eQlisting the, upport and
understanding of key community leaders. A very greateal of this
understanding must be conveyed on a 1;1 basis. The organization seeking
to take a community leadership role cannot expect this to be done
quickly, easily, or with.oply-one grand event.

4..* Publicize both--th issue-and the vehicle for solution being promoted
widely through tl media television, radio, and printed publications:
Most community- members can be expected to have less n a clear
comprehension ofathe 'issue to be attached and et en fa
ing of the vehiCiebeing pioposed for solving the issue.

5. Organize and .engage in community- forums aimed at debating- the issue
and the -suggested soluticin. Do not take the suggested solution to

-,
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A.

F.

cbrnmunity -decisionmakers until this kind of wide public &bat, has
been held and evidence accumulated that wide community support is
present.

6. After results of public debate have been studied, follnulate an action
-plan - for 4comniunity invOlverete_nt in solving the prciblem. This plait
sh.ould, specify specific actions' and decisions tit5 be sought from various
dem-ems in the caininunity.: Each must include a "what's in it Xiir me!!
section. .Do.riot expect that all sub-cultures or ttTed. tonanntinity _will be
Willipg to become invojved. . .

7. In approaching various community groupsincluding the school system
° and asking for their participation, be sure to inchide offers of help from

the leadership organization. Do not .ask any community group to do
something -unless phe leadership group is willing to 'provide some
volunteer time and effort to help.

-8. The leadership group must include, among the strategiesit devises, a plan
for systematically' evaluating and assessing progress being made toward
resolving the issue. These strategies must include plans for publicizing
findings among.rnembess of the broader community.

This list of eight principles can be ,regarded as -the "WAO Strategy for
Effecting Community Change." It is based on the coll&tive experience of these
seminar participants and was developed by them during two days of seminardiscussion. While, of couteit in no way represents a formal position of
Women's American Ort, it s represent a set of strategiis that these seminar
participants have found effective in their. communities.

tSeminar participants felt that this set of principles could easily be used inlocal WAO fforts in career education. Based on their long involvement in the
education/work problem, they were agreed that the problems are real and that
career education is a useful vehicle for use in supplementing(NOTE: Not in
supplanting!) their already deep involvement in vocational education. They saw
it particularly important that WAO members be encouraged to study and
understand career education prior to any ,"career education campaign" being
launched. They seemed convinced that this general approach, which has proven
successful for WAO in other areas, is one that could easily and naturally beapplied to career education.

(

They were particularly enthusiastic about- the potential of WAO for gaining
greater parental support and understanding of career edtcation. Since most

.WAO members are theinselves parents, they felt they have the knowledge and
expertise required for getting the career education "message" across to other
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parents irk the community. They saw such common current parental concerns
regarding education as: (a) unmotivated students;(b) a decline in .basic skills;
(c) inadequate economic understanding; and (d) confusion regarding career
goals ou the part of students as being ones that could effectively be-addressed 1

through the vehicle of career education. Because career education is a vehidile
for educational arAge that calls primarily for reallocation of current'
educational dollar', rdher than substantial additions to the school budget, they
felt it would appeal to those parents with a "Proposition 13 complex."

These participants-expressed particular concem with respect to any effort to
reach the community as a whole. Their experience has convinced them that
this is a largely impractical and idealistic notion. Instead, themphasized the
importance of identifying and working with various segments of- each
community. They recognized that the career education conceptWith i-M
emphasis on "work"is not one that will appeal equally well to all cbrnmAnity
segments. They felt that, if the WAO leadership effort could be shared with
such other community groups as a local Chamber of Commerce and a local
Rotary Club for example, the chances of positively influencing a greater-
portion of the community would be enhanced. That is, while they, felt it
appropriate for WAO to play a community leadership role, they seemed to feel
no need to make this an exclusive role for WAO alone. On the contrary, they
seemed to agree that this leadership role is one they would be eager to share
With other influential community organizations.

Considerable attention was devoted by seminar participants toyroblems and
potentials of local WAO Chapter members for interacting effectively with K-12
school personnel. The four largest problems involved here that they saw were:
(a) a lack of knowledge on the part of many educators regarding WAO: (b) a
general distrust on the part of some educators with respect to the use of
comm ity volunteers in the classroom; (c) a general 'reluctance, on the part of
some ed ators, to become involved in any kind of major educational change;
and (d) a ,..eneral lack of understanding that currently exists, on the part of
many educ s, regarding the nature apd gdials of career education. In a
generic sense, t ems are the same q ed by all community groups wh
seek to become involved in a community-wide collaborative career educatio

c

effort.

The WAO approach to dealing with these common problems is worth noting.
First, those educators who seem unaware of Women's American ORT are
sometimes. first appopached by WA70 members in their role as parents. Few
teachers would deny the right of/ Parents to express an interest in what goeS' on
in the classroom. Once seen in this light, the WAO can be explained to teachers
as a community volunteer /6rganization dedicated to helping American
education improve its image and its effectiveness. Second, WAO members have.
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learned tat; v(hen they v. as resource persons in the
classrwrins,-it is better if t ey do with clear understandings that the regular
teacher is in charge of the classroom. The WAO volunteer who seeks to find. ,. ways of helping the teacher do a more effectivejob without, in any way, taking
away from the. teacher's ultimate authority seems to gain acceptance and

If. appreciation. Third, WAO has dealt with the ploblem of general resistan tochange by aiming part of their community media campaign directl ateducators. They make no assumptions that educators are already well aware of
the issues and sOlutions being proposecl,by :WAO. On the contrary, educators
themselves represent orte....of the -primary audiences to whom WAO media
efforts are irri' ed. Finally: in then case of educators who seem to be unawareof- earth .education, WAa members. have adopted a general approach of
lboking for "Gareerseducation-like" activities in classrooms where-. they visit.
Participants pointed out that many more teachers seem to engage- in career.-education than are aware of it. Those WAO members who clearly understand
career education have found it relatively easy to help teachers make the "career
education connection.'-' This set of suggested solutions is one that several other
community organizations may well Profit from coniideripg.

These seminar participants seemed to feel that career education can lit effec-
-tively utilized by WAO members as a vehicle for use in attaining related WAO
objectives concerned with (a) improving the image and quality of vocational
education; and (b),improving the general quality of education in the publicschools. In the case of WAO's vocational education emphais. one of its
primary concerns is bringing about clos6kr relationships Ittween academic and
vocational educators. Obviously, career eiducation is a natural vehicle for usein
accomplishing this gait. With respect to the WAO goals related to the ORT.
"Educational Bill of -Rights," several participants reported that they encoun-
tered some resistance when that document was used by itself. If used within the
context of a career education framework, it seemed to some that, educators
could be led to pay more attention to the total document. Since the Aduca-
lion Bill of Right" is written in terms of broad goals of f..elucatron, it is natural
to use the goal of education as preparation for work and self-fulfillment as an
opening wedge in this effort.

There was an obvious interestand an equally-obvious reluctanceon the-part of these -participants to consider possibilities of WAO involvement in
career education efforts at the postsecondary'education level. Nearly all these
participants were themselves college graduates whO, recognized the lack of
career education opportunities that had been made available to them while
they were in college. Several participants reported that their sons and daughters
now enrolled in colleges face similar problerQs. There seemed to be little doubtbut that career education is badly needed at the postsecondary level. At the
same time, participants pointed Out that community organizations, like'WAO,
cannot hope to have the same impact on higher education institutions as they
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have on the K-12 school system. The higher education institution, typically,
it nearly as dependent oct.the local community as is the K-12 school system.
Moreover, several participants questioned the wisdom of seeking inxolvement
at the postsecorrdary level in view of the obviously limited resourcei available
to local WAO chapters. 'it

Those Participants Who felt it advisable to attempt a WAO career Otication
effort at the postsecondary .level Made, the following specific action sugges;
tions:

Seek to establish community career edu ation action councils with
higher education irrstitutions. similar to thos w estabjished with K-12.
school systems.

2. Seek -.to use the WAO influence t encourage closer ties between
institutions of higher education and the business /industry community.

3. Seek to u,se WAO members who are alumni.of particular col ges and
universities to work with sons and daughters df other W members
attending that institution with --respeCt to their career goals and
aspirations.

4. Establish a speaker's bureau where WAO members could talk with
elementary school pupils about what to expect in high school; with high
school students about what to expect_in community colleges; and with
community college students about what to expect in institutions of
higher education. '

While others seeped wary of WAO involvement in career education at the
postsecondary level all seemed to be generally agreed that,- if truly effective
career education efforts _could be' carried out at the K-12 level, the need for
career eduQatiwn at the pOstsecondary level will surely diminish. They were in
similar agreement that a strong need for career education at this level exists
now.

General Recommendations of Seminar Participants

Scattered throughout the two days of this seminar, individual participants
made some generil recommendations that seemed to be generally accepted by .

o her participants. While some have been alluded to indirectly at other points
this monograph,.,ian attempt is made here to summarize these general

recommendations of 'participants in a _single section. They include:
in
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1. WAO needs to develop a strong, defmitive statement of its own on career
education. That statement should be shared with all' WAO ERstricts,
Regions, and Charters. Each should be encouraged to make adaptations
in its devfinitgie statement that will best picture career education in their
community.

2. There is au, great need,. to educate WAO, members.-regarding career /
education. Many are still, only vaguely acquainted with the term. No f
WAO career education effort should begin until this essential step has
been taken. .

3. WAO can make its greatest contributions to career education through (a)
serving as a talyst involve other community organizations in career

'el:location% g their media contracts to, gain greater community
undetstanding of and-support for career. education; (c) helping earents
understed and become involved in career education; and (d) working
with educators at. the K-12 level in implementing career education.

4. It is vocational educatiqn, not career education, that represents, history
ically, WAO's primary experience and expertise. The WAO interest in and
ernphasls. on vocational' education continues. The current interest and
involvement of WAO'-in career education is clearly seen by WAO as a
needed supplement to, but not a substitute for, this historical interest in
vocational education.

5. Career education does deserve to continue as one of WAO's high
priorities. The career education concept is consistent with the goals and
objectives of WAO.

6. WAOt members should be appointed to career education advisory boards
at the local, State, and national levels. Membership on such boards will
helw greatly in maintaining a clear and ccltinuing career education
dialogue throughout the entire WAQ organization.

Coordinators of career education, at the State and local levels, should be
encouraged to make contact and work ivith WAO units in their area.
Names and addresses can be , obtained by writing to: WOMEN'S
AMERICAN ORT, INC., 1250 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10001.

4r
Concluding Thoughts

It seems appropriate to conclude this monograph with a few personal
thoughts. I do so here based on my contacts with WAO members; both in this
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seminar ar41 tri -other -places. It hoped that these kinds of personal remarks
may serve to help other educators better view the contents of this monograph--
in terms of the potential of Women's American ORT as a community resource
for career education. That is, in spite of the contents of this monograph,thsje
are probably (many educators who still wonder why I wanted to write% spetqal
monograph centering on a small organization of only 135,000 American Jewish
women. This section aims to answer that question.

First, I am impressed with the credibility and' the validity of Women's
American ORT. This *organization has, historically, always stood for what is
right. and opposed that which** vv./rot* in education.. It is.an organization that
takes on no commitment huiPiedly & without considerable stu\kaLconsci-
entious reflection. Their criterion, in judging the value of any educational
effort, has always been the welfare of all ycluth. For this pr tigious organi
tion to endorse career education is a signal honoi of which all cemed
career education. can be proud. That honor is accompanied by a deep responsi-
bility to work constructively with thi _organization in every possible way.

.

h

. -
. :--.--.....

Second, I am tremendously i pressed with thb unselfishness of Women's
01American ORT as an organizati . They ap ear willing to work collaboratively

with all other groups whose concern' s about cruth and education are consistent
with theirs. The amount of time .t.110 have devoted to giving credit for helping
youth to other community Organization's a pears to exceed, by a wide margin,
the amount of time they have devoted to ning 'credit for themselves. One of
the 'reasons "this organization remains r .vely unknown is that they have
devoted-their energies to helping others, to publicizing their own quiet but
effective actions. /

Third, Women's American ORT is_ tion group. When this organization
decides that a problem exists, they do m oh_more than simply call the problem
to the attentiop of others.-They theinseOes'are'typically involved, both as ap -.torganization and as individuals, in working actively toward solving t
problem. They do not wait for someone else to do something before they mo
into action. When this organization accepts a challenge, one can be assured that
a coordinated action plan will be formulated and carried out.

Fourth, Women's American ORT is unique, in many ways, from, other
community groups involved in career education. This uniqueness stems from
the fact that its central concern has alwrays been education-and more
specifically promoting the goal of education as preparation for work. The
general motto of ORT quoted earlier in.this monograph could well serve as a
general motto for 'career education. While, t be sure, the concerns of WAO
extend far beyond career education; ther

t
is nothing about the -career

education concept that is forger' to-the basic rationale behind the existence of
- 4
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WAO'"itself. In this setrise,,WAO holds -great potentials for. beWming one of
career eduiration's staunchest allies.

Finally, I have found-myself impressed most of all with trie 4

meMbers ofWomen's American ORT. To paraphrase Win Rbgers, I rce,yer met one that Ididn't like and respect. I have come across no organization whose individual
members seem to be so nniversally committed to-tind involved in the work ofthe total organization. The WAO members I have become aci4uainteck,with gainpower, it seems to me, because they are united in their religion as well as in thecauses that thechAmpion. This seems to be true whether the WAO member isa young,"vivaciously attractive person or one of the serenely beautiful older
members. Their sincerity of purposb and depth of conviction combine to makethem tremendously rewarding persons with whom to work. TISey have given
career education a very great deal. They have asked nothing in return.

For all of these reasons, it seems to me that Women's American ORTdeserves the keen _attention and full support of all those..involved in careereducation. They share with us a common concern for improving American -education in ways that will better benefit youth,WomeWs American ORT canbecome one of the strongest of all community forces involved in th"implementation of career-education. It .behboves all concesnedabout careereducation to encourage this organization's career echication efforts inpomible way. Let us not ask too much of this organization for they have thverS, Important things to do. At the same time, let us make sure that
support whatever effort§ they choose to make on behalf of career 'education.Our entire society will benefit if we do so.
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I UES RAISED BY PARTICIPANTS
I. How to work wt

the school system.
ools who do not have strstng career edukion efforts within

O

2. _How to gain greater cow wunity understanding of Clareer education.

I3. How to gain inrrest of ORT members in career education.

4. How can ORT contribute to getting 'community resole
education? persons for career

4..5 How can ORT contribute to parent involvement in career education?

6. How could ORT be involved State career education planqing efforts?

7. How could ORT organfie PTAs, Mothers' Clubs, etc.. to take on career education?i.e.. how could ORT play a catalytic function for community group involvement in_Or career education?

8. How cotshit:MT use the media to help promote career education?it
9. How can ORT get more acCeptahcefrom the school system?

10 How could ORT forth or become- involved in a community coalition for careereduCation?

II. Hov/couldtORT best participate in'evaluating school career education efforts?

12. How could ORT make a public relations contribution to Career education?
1.3. How can ORT bring an idealogical awareness to educators?

14. How can ORT contribute to legislative efforts in career education?

15. How can ORT-launch an "adopt a school" effort?

16. How can ORT contribute to getting academic teachers to get better involved incareer education?

17. How can ORT contribute to solving articulation problems on education'?

18. How can ORT become. involved in career education in large urban school systems?
19. Citnild 02T do something towards getting tein:.her education institutions moreinvolved in career education?

20. How could ORT best influence counselors to become approtiriately and effectivelyinvolved in career education? .

21. How could ORT better work with State coordinators of career education?
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22. How to help schotIls better understand to to use volunteers.

23. How could ORT best contribute to maximizing vocational educaty opp-ortunities
in State schools for...all stiodants? . ."-- -- .-

I -,.9 - 2

24. How can ORT bast work with SACVE efforts to eval to career and % ocational
ulli\s, edtteatiOn? " n -

. 25. How can ORT beconic_more involved in career education advisory councils?
a,

26. How can ORT best support existing career educa.tion.facilities!

27. flow can ORT estab 'sleirsystems for rewarding and reinforcing youth involvethent
in career education?

28. How can ORT get more invi.lved, i adu] r education?
.

29. How can ORT serve as a i(act, gathering center on career education resources to be
found in the community?

30.. How could the "back to basics" movem ent be best related to career education?
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